In this paper it is shown how a normal form, corresponding to that of affine state space systems, can be calculated for a dynamics defined in the differential algebraic framework. The construction of the normal form is based on a generalization of the Lie derivative where the state derivatives are eliminated using Grobner bases. It is also shown how the generalized normal form can be used in the context of sliding mode control.
Introduction
The normal form of affine state space systems as described in, e.g., [7] has found several important applications. As examples can be mentioned exact linearization, decoupling and sliding mode control. One question that one may ask oneself is if a normal form can be computed for a dynamics as it is defined using differential algebra, see e.g., [4] . A canonical form that can be used for such system descriptions is the generalized controller canonical form which is based on the theorem of the differentially primitive element which can be found in [SI. One problem with this canonical form is that it may be difficult to compute. There are nevertheless results which utilizes the canonical form, for instance [ll] where it is shown how it can be used for designing sliding mode control laws. The idea of this paper is to generalize the concept of a normal form to the case of a dynamics using one of the most important tools from commutative algebra, namely Grobner bases. This normal form will then be used in the context of sliding mode control. The paper is organized as follows. The next section contains some basic concepts from commutative and differential algebra. In section 3 it is shown how a generalized normal form can be computed and in section 4 this is applied to sliding mode control. Finally in section 5 we give some concluding remarks.
Basic Algebraic Concepts
In this section we present some of the most basic concepts from commutative and differential algebra that will be used in later sections. The purpose is basically to display the notation.
Commutative Algebra
The theory in this section is collected from [I]. We begin by displaying some notation. Let 
Grobner bases
We now introduce the concept of Grobner bases, see e.g., [l] . The reason is that we wish to have some way of eliminating variables from a set of polynomial equation. To be able to choose which variables to eliminate we must introduce an ordering of variables. 
There are of course several ways of defining these term orderings but we will only consider the lexicographic term ordering which is defined by
With a term ordering will now the different terms in a polynomial be ordered. In particular will one of them be ordered first. 
and correspondingly the leading monomial of f is LM f = xdeg f and the leading coeficient is LC f = Cdeg f . This can now be extended to cover ideals. Let
Grobner base with respect to a given term ordering iff LM Z = (LM G). At a first glance it not at all clear how the concept of Grobner bases can be useful but it can be shown to have several nice properties.
One of these properties is that (G) = Z which says that the set of solutions to the generating set of Z is the same for the equations described by the Grobner base. How Grobner base can be used for elimination is shown by the following theorem.
T h e o r e m 2. 
Differential algebra
The theory presented in this section is gathered from [4] and the proofs can be found either there or in the books [9, 81. The main difference between differential and commutative algebra is that we add differentiation w.r.t. 
Where the "dot" notation is used for denoting differentiation with respect to time. We also make a few more definitions regarding differential fields which are the differential variants of some of the commutative definitions in the previous section. If the differential field k is a subset of the differential field K then K is said to be a differential extension field of k which is denoted by K/k. If Q E K.k then the smallest differential field containing k U cy is denoted by k ( a ) . Now let K / k be a finitely generated differentially generated algebraic extension such that k contains non con- 
where A j ( -) and Bi(.) are polynomials with coefficients from k.
A Generalized Normal Form
Here we will study how the normal form of affine state space descriptions can generalized to cover a dynamics D/k(u).
3.1
The normal f o r m of affine state space sys-
tems
The theory in this section is collected from [7] . Consider the SISO nonlinear system which is described by the following state equations where x E Bn. The system (10) is said to have relative degree r 
Here L f and L, denote the Lie derivatives in the directions f(x) and g ( x ) respectively. Using that the gradients of h ( z ) , . . . , LTf-lh(z) are linearly independent a transformation z = @(a) can be defined which transforms (10) into
The correspondence to the Lie derivative (11) would then be if all j.i and the y could be eliminated from (14). Obviously this can be done with Grobner bases as given in the definition below. Here and in the sequel is G used as notation for U and its time-derivatives up to some finite order. Our goal is then to try to find a generalization of the normal form (12). The first thing we must do is then to generalize the Lie derivative and the relative degree. We note that in the realization the output does not depend directly on the input. If the output polynomial explicitly involves U and its derivatives we have a case which does not correspond to the affine case. The natural thing is then to say that such a system has relative degree zero and that (13) is already in normal form. If this is not the case we study the following polynomial In order to justify the names generalized Lie derivative and generalized relative degree we must now show that the usual definitions of these concepts follow as special cases. 
t. y(').
The question is now if and how these Lie derivatives can be used for finding a normal form for our system 
for D/k(u). Note that the change of transcendence basis can be viewed as an implicit variable transformation. As for the choice of zr+l,. . . , z, it is easy to see that they c a n be taken as a subset of x. Further constructive comments can be found in [6] . We give an example of the construction of a normal form. so if a relative degree exists it is greater than one. Repeating the procedure gives that L i ( y 2 + X I ) depends explicitly on the input which shows that the system has relative degree r = 2. It is easy to see that it is possible to choose {y,y,x3} as a new transcendence basis for the dynamics. The generalized normal form
It is clear that the normal form can get a quite complex structure even for simple dynamics such as this one.
Sliding Mode Control for Generalized State Space Descriptions
In [113 a method for designing sliding mode controllers for generalized state space descriptions (13) is given. However, this method has several drawbacks. One is that one is restricted to zeroing the differentially primitive element and another is that in most of the cases one must solve a differentia1 equation to find the sliding control U. We will now study if the generalized normal form defined in the previous section can be used for reducing these problems.
Sliding Mode Control using the Differentially Primitive Element
Here we will repeat the results of (29) xn-l = X n C(kn,X,fi) = 0 This is known as the generalized controller canonical form. We can see that this is the same as the generalized normal form when r = n. What we want to achieve is to keep the primitive element zero. To do this we introduce an auxiliary output defined as n(z) = CiZl cizi + zn. This output will be the sliding manifold. We now impose the discontinuous dynamics cr = -Wsign(n) for our sliding manifold where W ; > 0 and sign(.) gives the sign of the argument. From [ll] it is known that we then achieve a sliding regime in finite time T = W-'Icr(O)l. Using n(z) and (29) we see that this is achieved by choosing an input that satisfies the differential equation We can note that in [3] (33) is defined as the zero dynamics associated with zeroing the primitive element.
Sliding Mode Control using the Generalized Normal Form
The basic ideas of designing a sliding mode controller by utilizing the generalized normal form will essentially be the same as the ones in [lo] where affine state space systems (10) are considered. We assume that we have a dynamics D / k ( u ) with realization (13). Our objective is to keep y = 0 so the sliding manifold that we wish to achieve is B(0,z) = 0. Accordingly we set the sliding surface coordinate to be cr = B(0,z) and as before we say that this coordinate should satisfy tr = -Wsign(a). Now suppose that if we treat n as an auxiliary output our system gets relative degree 1, i.e., LA (n -B(0, z)) depends explicitly on the input U . We set
As above we can then conclude that a sliding regime is achieved by choosing an input which is a solution to the differential equation 
Imposing the dynamics fi = -Wsign(q) gives that the input that achieves a sliding regime on q = 0 is given In accordance with (33) we define (41) to be the zero dynamics associated with zeroing 9.
Comparing with the construction of a sliding control law using the differentially primitive element as described in the previous section we have obviously improved two things. First of all we can now achieve sliding regimes on manifolds which are not necessarily defined by a differentially primitive element. We can even assume that under some conditions the output which we wish to keep zero can be given implicitly. Also a comparison with the differential equation giving the control laws it is seen that comparing (30) with (35) or (37) we see that the latter equations are of a degree in U that is never higher than that of (30). In fact for a dynamics with a realization without input derivatives it is easy to conclude that (35) and (37) are of order zero in U , i.e., we do not have to solve a differential equation to find the sliding control law. This is an advantage when the practical computations are to be performed. A problem may be that comparing (33) and (41) when r < n one gets a more complicated zero dynamics to study with the generalized normal form.
It is important to note here that there may of course be situations when a control cannot be calculated from the differential equations (35) or (37). These equations are thus to be interpreted as saying that if a real solution exist then the control gives a sliding regime on the corresponding manifold. Otherwise one may try with another manifold. This problem is of course the same for the sliding mode control law given by (30), (31).
Conclusions
In this paper we have defined a generalized normal form which is a generalization of the normal form for affine state space systems. As a tool for calculating this normal form the concept of a generalized Lie derivative have been introduced. This Lie derivative is found by using Grobner bases with a suitable term ordering. As an application of this normal form it has been shown how it can be used in the context of sliding mode control for generalized state space descriptions. As a comparison with the result of [ll] we show how to construct sliding controllers for manifold which are more general than the differentially primitive element of the dynamics. Also the differential equation for the control law is shown never to have a higher order than the one we get using the differentially primitive element but it may very well be significantly lower. This can obviously simplify practical computations.
As for future directions it may be interesting to investigate how a normal form can be found for a MIMO-dynamics and if such a normal form can be used for decoupling. Also in [5] it is shown how the Ritt algorithm can be used for calculating the zero dynamics of an affine system (10). There might very well be connections between this result and the zero dynamics (41).
